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Astrology is a tool that, when used correctly, can

help to illuminate the meaning and purpose of

your life, as well as how to navigate a path towards

your highest potential. A natal astrology chart is a

cosmic map of the heavens as it would have

looked at the time of your birth.  This "map"

includes the location of planetary bodies in their

journey around the sun, their placement within a

house system, and what zodiac sign they are in.

Your natal chart can provide insight into your

character traits, behavioral tendencies, strengths

and weaknesses, and where you might find

opportunities for soul growth. 

YOUR NATAL CHART 

The sun is considered to be the predominant

celestial body in one's natal chart. It represents

your will and purpose. If life was a play, then your

sun sign could be thought of as the "role" you've

been cast in. The position of the sun in your natal

chart can shed light on how others see you as well

as how you see yourself. It can also be telling of

what drives or motivates you and what you would

like to accomplish in this lifetime. Keep in mind

that our sun sign is something we grow into

throughout our lifetime. Not all qualities may be

obvious in our younger years. 

YOUR SUN SIGN

SUN IN VIRGO 

Sun in Virgo people tend to be very conscious of

details. They may also appear nervous or obsess

over health issues. You are likely to be neat and

orderly, at least in some areas of your life. You

love work, service to others and gathering fruits of

the material world. You are also likely to be a

good conversationalist, with wide-ranging

knowledge and interesting ideas. You can be

analytical and perhaps overly fond of detail, with

perfectionist tendencies. Your mission in life is the

purification of your activity in pursuit of your

goals, manifesting your inherent love of excellence

in all strivings. 



Your sun in the ninth house is strongly

invested in creating a philosophy for yourself

as your personal vision of life as an

interconnected adventure or journey. You use

your higher awareness to look for pieces of

life's mysterious puzzle and then organize

your perceptions to connect them within a

broader picture of reality. You also love to

study and reflect back into society anything

that people have gathered and learned.

Your nature is to eliminate the extraneous

from hidden truths and reveal their essence to

those around you. You are at your best when

you have a range of areas of interest to

experience and absorb into your mind and

body, in order that you stretch out your

visionary vistas and make them more

concretely available to others as you lucidly

explore the outer reaches of your perceptions.

SUN SIGN DETAILS

VIRGO QUALITIES

Earth represents the energy that

gives form and substance to

creation. Seeks to provide material

substance. 

SUMMARY

Virgo represents the seed planted in the

earth that must take root and grow towards

the light. Your natural ability to adapt to

any environment is a super power!

People see you as a "go-getter". They trust

you to handle any job and think of you as a

personal who can analyze almost any

problem in a logical way. But if you can't

execute everything perfectly you may 

become overwhelmed by a fear of failure.

This is why many Virgos struggle with their

nervous and digestive systems. Luckily,

Virgos are pre-programmed to pay close

attention to their physical health. 

Balance your desire to serve with a healthy

dose of self-care so you can keep renewing

your own energy. 

SUN IN HOUSE 9

Polarity: Yin 

Element: Earth

Modality: Mutable

Key Phrase: "I Analyze"

Orientation: Interpersonal

Receptive and intuitive. Magnetizes

what is needed and conserves

energy within themselves. Virgo's

keyword is security. 

Adapts and distributes energy.

These individuals are versatile and

flexible and thrive on change and

variety. 

Social individuals who learn to

interact with a wide variety of

people. When out of balance, they

may lose touch with their sense of

self. 


